Candida albicans HSP 90: link between protective and auto immunity
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Summary. Heat shock proteins (HSP) are thought to play a role in the aetiology of autoimmune diseases, but are also common targets for the immune response to many infections. Patients recovering from systemic candidosis produce antibodies to Candida albicans HSP 90, both to species-specific epitopes and, more commonly, to epitopes shared with human HSP 90. One such autoreactive antibody was protective in a mouse model of systemic candidosis.

Introduction

Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells respond to the stress of a sudden rise in temperature by increasing the rate of synthesis of so-called “heat shock proteins” (HSPs). Insults other than heat can induce synthesis of these proteins and it is now clear that many of them are present in normal cells, where they serve important physiological functions. The term “molecular chaperone” has been applied, signifying their more general role as cellular house-keeping proteins. Autoreactive T cells that react with mycobacterial HSP 65 have been linked to autoimmune diseases, and increased antibodies to HSPs have been observed in rheumatoid arthritis (HSP 65), ankylosing spondylitis (HSP 90) and systemic lupus erythematosus (HSP 70, HSP 90 and ubiquitin). Members of the HSP 60, HSP 70 and HSP 90 families are also major targets for the immune system in infections due to bacteria, protozoa and helminths. HSP 90, together with its breakdown products, is now recognised as an immunodominant antigen in fungal infections and seroconversion to it is associated with recovery from systemic candidosis. As they are highly conserved, cross-reactive immunity against shared epitopes on HSPs could provide immunity against various different micro-organisms. Boosting immuno-reactivity by repeated exposure to microbial HSPs may assure constantly high levels of immunity, bridging the gap between innate and specific immunity.

In this review, it will be shown that autoreactive antibodies to shared epitopes on Candida albicans and human HSP 90 are commonly produced in patients recovering from systemic infection. Cross-reactive antibodies occur in some patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). These antibodies were protective in a mouse model of systemic candidosis.

The spectrum of candidal infections

C. albicans is a commensal of the oral cavity and gastrointestinal tract, but in immunocompromised individuals it behaves as an opportunist pathogen, giving rise to superficial or systemic infections. Oral and oesophageal candidosis are frequent clinical features of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) but systemic spread is remarkably rare, despite the presence of severe, progressive immunodeficiency. Similarly, dissemination is rare in chronic mucocutaneous candidosis (CMC), a heterogeneous condition in which protracted superficial candidosis is associated with non-lethal defects in T lymphocytes or macrophages. In contrast, systemic candidosis is an increasingly common cause of death among immunocompromised and debilitated patients who do not have AIDS. The mortality of this condition, in culture-proven cases, is about 70%.

Because of this very high mortality, some special clinical units with high-risk patients give antifungal agents prophylactically. Occasionally, intensive care or renal units experience an exceptionally high incidence of candidal infections, due to cross-infection between patients with a single strain. Such outbreaks can be recognised by immunoblot fingerprinting or, better still, DNA fingerprinting the isolates collected. If confirmed, existing hand-washing reagents should be replaced with fungicidal disinfectants such as Hibisol® or Betadine® and antifungal prophylaxis should be initiated. With this important exception, most cases of systemic
candidosis probably arise from invasion by the patient's endogenous strain of yeast.

**Immunology**

Many arms of the immune system are involved in host defence against *C. albicans* and their relative importance depends in part on whether the infection is superficial or systemic. Defects in cell-mediated immunity (AIDS, CMC and primary immunodeficiency states) are associated with superficial but not systemic candidosis. In contrast, mouse models of systemic candidosis have shown the importance of humoral immunity. Athymic mice are no more susceptible to intravenous challenge than euthymic mice. Passive transfer of hyperimmune serum to non-immune mice confers protection, whereas transfer of normal serum or immune lymphocytes does not.

Serial immunoblots of multiple sera from patients with culture-confirmed systemic candidosis showed that, among patients with detectable antibodies against *C. albicans*, 92% had them to the 47-Kda band, 40% to a 60-Kda band, 27% to a 92-Kda band and 20% to a 40-Kda band. All survivors produced a major antibody response to the 47-Kda band, whereas fatal cases had little or no antibody or falling titres.

The 47-Kda antigen is a heat-stable breakdown product of the larger 92-Kda antigen which circulates in the sera of these patients. It has been reported independently by two further groups, and appears to be distinct from the 48–52-Kda enolase antigen described by Buckley and co-workers. Both the 47-Kda and the 40-Kda antigens have now been identified as breakdown products of the 92-Kda antigen. Cloning and sequencing revealed that this was HSP 90. There are probably two HSP 90s in *C. albicans*, one produced constitutively, which on immunoblotting gives rise to the 47-Kda band, and the other heat-inducible, appearing as the 92-Kda band. Two HSP 90s occur in the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, mice and man. In the case of *S. cerevisiae*, both genes are very closely related and appear to have equivalent functions; growth at higher temperatures requires higher concentrations of either protein. Mammalian HSP 90, which shares 60% identity with the *S. cerevisiae* protein, effectively complements the yeast double mutant.

Antibody to the 47-Kda antigen was present in patients with CMC and AIDS. If protective, it would help to explain the rarity with which such patients develop systemic candidosis, despite severe superficial infections. Polyclonal B cell activation may be responsible for the frequency with which this antibody is produced in AIDS patients. In a neonate with candidal meningitis, who recovered, antibody to the 47-Kda antigen was the first to appear in the cerebrospinal fluid. The mother's serum contained IgG antibodies to other candidal antigens, but not to the 47-Kda antigen; therefore, the neonate would not have acquired this potentially protective antibody transplacentally.

The 60-Kda band, the second most commonly recognised in systemically infected patients, is also heat-inducible. It may correspond to *S. cerevisiae* HSP 60, which shows extensive sequence homology with bacterial HSP 60. Members of the HSP 60 family are major targets for antibodies in many infections and elevated antibodies to mycobacterial HSP 65 have recently been demonstrated in patients with superficial candidosis. A monoclonal antibody to the 60-Kda antigen of *C. albicans* was not protective in a mouse model of candidal peritonitis. Preliminary attempts to induce protective immunity in mice against leprosy and tuberculosis by immunisation with mycobacterial HSP 65 failed (M. Colston, D. Young, cited by Watson). Such experiments do not exclude the possibility that humoral or cell-mediated immunity against certain epitopes on HSP 65 can be protective, but further work will be required to determine this.

**Epitope mapping and antibody therapy**

Sera from infected patients, with antibody to the 47-Kda antigen, were used to map epitopes on the major carboxy fragment of *C. albicans* HSP 90. This method, developed by Gysen et al., involves the synthesis of a series of short overlapping peptides on polyethylene rods, which are then probed with patients' sera. It detects only continuous epitopes but has the advantage of being independent of predictive algorithms.

*C. albicans* HSP 90 shows > 50% direct homology with human HSP 90 and 83% direct homology with *S. cerevisiae* HSP 90. Most of the antibodies produced by these infected patients were directed against highly conserved epitopes, shared with human HSP 90. Serum from all the patients recognised epitope C (LKVI RK), and epitope B (LSERM) was the second most commonly recognised. Epitope H (DEPAGE), the only *C. albicans*-specific, carboxy terminal epitope, was the third commonest epitope, recognised by about 50% of sera from patients. Therefore, autoreactive antibodies are produced commonly in patients recovering from systemic candidosis, without any clinical evidence of autoimmune sequelae. This is surprising since self-tolerance should lead to conserved epitopes being weakly immunogenic, if at all. However, T cells to self-epitopes on HSP 65 have now been shown to exist in normal individuals. Clearly, immunity to shared epitopes on HSPs does not necessarily cause autoimmune disease. Genetic background also strongly determines susceptibility and other unknown environmental factors may affect the T cell repertoire available.

Sera from patients with SLE, which occasionally cross-react with human HSP 90, can also recognise *C. albicans* HSP 90 and its breakdown products at 47 and 40 Kda. The paucity of humoral autoreactivity to
stress proteins argues against a direct role in the pathogenesis of such disorders. Epitopes C and H were both immanogenic when the synthetic peptide epitope was conjugated to keyhole limpet haemocyanin and used to immunise rabbits. The resulting rabbit antisera have been used to develop a serological test for systemic candidosis. In dot-immunobinding assays, these epitope-specific probes are superior in both sensitivity and specificity to unfractioned rabbit antiserum to C. albicans. They are slightly less sensitive than an affinity-purified rabbit antiserum to the 47-K da antigen, which recognises multiple epitopes but is technically difficult to prepare. On theoretical grounds, the rabbit antiserum to epitope H is preferable to that raised against epitope C, since the former will not cross-react with other species of HSP 90.

A murine monoclonal antibody was prepared against the conserved, dominant epitope C. This, together with patients' sera containing this antibody, was examined in a mouse model of systemic candidosis. In one of the two patients' sera examined, the only detectable antibody was to the 47-K da and 40-K da breakdown products of HSP 90, recognising just epitopes C and H. The monoclonal antibody, given prophylactically, reduced mortality at 24 h from 100% to 66% and, with a less lethal dose of C. albicans, from 60% to 20%. The patients' sera, both taken before they received antifungal chemotherapy, halved mortality at 24 h. This protective effect was mediated by the immunoglobulin fraction of the serum. No reduction in mortality was observed with normal human serum, the immunoglobulin fraction thereof, or an irrelevant monoclonal antibody.

The role of HSP 90

Further immunodominant antigens, identified by immunoblotting with infected patients' sera, have now been recognised as HSP 90 homologues in other fungi (C. parapsilosis and Aspergillus fumigatus) and a gram-positive bacterium, Corynebacterium jeikeium. Human HSP 90 is essentially intracellular. It is involved in the assembly and disassembly of proteins into "higher-order structures", and binds to various cellular proteins, keeping them inactive until they have reached their proper intracellular location or have received the correct activation signal. For example, it associates with steroid hormone receptors in their non-ligand-bound state. In systemic candidosis, a similar, multifunctional HSP 90 circulates in the plasma in large amounts, where it could mimic the biological activities of human HSP 90, but acting in an extracellular rather than an intracellular environment. An example of the pathogenic effects resulting from candidal HSP 90 might be the disseminated intravascular coagulation sometimes associated with systemic candidosis. HSP 90 is immunologically cross-reactive with prothrombin and both carry the tripeptide VIR. Antibody to HSP 90 would then be protective because it neutralises these activities. The fungal HSP 90 may be released only when the yeast breaks down, due to autolysis or the host's immune system. This would be comparable to the release of endotoxin during gram-negative sepsis. Recently, clinical benefit has been demonstrated from the use of a monoclonal antibody to endotoxin in conjunction with antibiotic therapy.

The exact role of human or fungal HSP 90 in the physiology of the cell remains elusive. In the water mould, Achlya ambisexualis, HSP 90 is a component of a steroid hormone receptor complex involved in the regulation of sexual development. The female strain produces a steroid hormone, antheridiol, which induces both development changes and HSP 90, the non-hormone binding component of the steroid receptor, in the male strain. C. albicans reproduces asexually. By analogy, candidal HSP 90 could be a component of a hormone receptor involved in cell to cell interaction leading to germination or budding.

Conclusions

Patients recovering from systemic candidosis invariably seroconvert to C. albicans HSP 90, producing antibodies to epitopes shared with human HSP 90. A monoclonal antibody to a dominant conserved epitope was protective in a mouse model of the infection. Immunity to shared epitopes does not itself lead to autoimmune sequelae, since healthy individuals have autoreactive T cells to HSP 65 and a significant proportion of B cells spontaneously producing auto-antibodies to a wide range of self antigens. Cohen and Young have suggested that selected self antigens are dominant because the immunological response to them is already anticipated by preformed regulatory lymphocyte networks. As a result, the regulatory elements channel the autoimmune response to these dominant self epitopes towards controlled pathways that prevent the development of autoimmune disease.

Human HSP 90 is essentially intracellular, whereas candidal HSP 90 circulates in the plasma in large amounts. It is suggested that antibody is protective because it neutralises the extracellular, fungal HSP 90. In the future we hope to develop a monoclonal antibody to HSP 90 which can be given prophylactically or, in combination with existing antifungal agents, therapeutically.
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